True Prophecy in Psy’s ‘Hangover’ Pt 1
One of the most amazing discoveries I have made since coming on
YouTube almost six years ago, is that Almighty God is giving us true
prophecy in the popular culture. And we see this in music videos, in
popular songs, in sporting events, in commercial advertisements on
television and the question is should we be surprised at this, and I say
‘no’! The reason for this is because Almighty God is countering the
efforts of Satan to promote his vision of our planet in his music videos
and halftime shows by people like Lady Gaga and Madonna and so on.
Of course, Satan wants to promote the Illuminati idea that we will be
better off under a One World Government and Religion and Almighty
God is trying to bring us back to reality. He is telling us that the One
World Government and Religion of the Antichrist will be as Jesus told
us: ‘the worst time in the entire history of mankind.’
The most amazing of these true prophecies from Almighty God can be
found, in my opinion, in the music videos of the Korean K-Pop star,
Psy and he has come up with a new video called ‘Hangover’ which
follows his mega hits ‘Gangnam style’ and ‘Gentleman.’ And in this
new video, which talks about the effects of drinking too much and the
resulting hangover, he is joined by the American rapper, Snoop Dogg,
who portrays the False Prophet. And this hidden meaning, besides the
obvious meaning of drinking too much, is that the Antichrist and the
False Prophet are about to reveal themselves publicly and take over
the entire planet. And the last scene in this video shows the chaos that
these two evil people are about to perpetrate on the rest of us.
‘Hangover, hangover, hangover, hangover- over-over. (bend over)
Hangover, hangover, hangover, hangover- over-over (bend over)
Party's over, it ain't over, try to make a bad memory over and
over. Hangover, hangover, hangover, hangover- over-over (bend
over) Hangover, hangover, hangover, hangover-over-over (bend
over) Party's over, it ain't over, care to find a single piece of me,
game over. The Party’s over.’
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In other words, the reign of the False Prophet and the Antichrist will be
like one gigantic hangover, and why should we pay attention to this
prophecy in Psy's new video ‘Hangover’? And the reason is because
two of his prophecies in ‘Gentleman’ and ‘Gangnam Style’ have
already come true! Do you remember the man in yellow in ‘Gangnam
Style’?

He symbolized Pope Benedict. Yellow and white are papal colors and
he was defeated by Psy in a dance contest and this prophecy was
fulfilled less than a year later when Pope Benedict was forced to
resign. And Almighty God showed his displeasure at the resignation of
Pope Benedict when he struck the Vatican with lightning. That was on
February the 11th, 2013. And when did the lightning strike occur? At
exactly 5:55 (pm).
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None of this is accidental. 555 is the number of the Woman in Bible
Prophecy and the Woman represents both Mary and the Catholic
Church. And as you may remember, the number 555 appears on the
license plate of the little red sports car that the man in yellow drove off
in, in the video ‘Gangnam Style’.

But, that's not all: in Psy's next music video, ‘Gentleman’ he degraded
10 different women. 10 would be 5 plus 5, in other words, the treading
down of the Catholic Church by the Gentiles, and this prophecy was
again fulfilled less than a year later when Pope Francis took the Daily
Sacrifice away from the Prince. In other words, he let a woman married
to a divorced man receive the Holy Eucharist.
And how did Almighty God react to that disgrace? He struck down a
huge crucifix and that occurred on another Biblically significant date:
April the 24th of this past Spring. And I am not interpreting these
videos after the fact. I said at the time that the defeat of the man in
yellow referred to Pope Benedict and that the video ‘Gentlemen’ was
all about the fall of the Catholic Church. And that's why we need to look
very carefully at this new video from Psy because I am convinced that
his prophecy of the public revealing of the Antichrist and the False
Prophet will also occur in less than a year, and what kind of terrible
judgment can we expect from Almighty God when that happens?
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And now, I intend to go through Psy's new music video scene by scene
because practically every one of the 23 scenes is very important.
Notice by the way that number, 23. When Psy was interviewed about
his new music video, he said they shot more than 20 locations in less
than 18 hours and of course 18 is another number of the Antichrist: 6
plus 6 plus 6. And 23 is a number of the Antichrist because it
represents 2/3, man over God. The fraction 2/3rds equals the decimal
.666.
In the first location, we see Psy waking up after a party in a scene
reminiscent of ‘Gangnam Style’ and the waking up symbolizes the
awakening of the Antichrist. Notice the chequered black and white
pillowcase. This is a favorite Masonic pattern which symbolizes good
and evil as if both were necessary.

Also, please notice the women passed out on the floor. There are
seven women in this video, just like there were seven women on the
bus in ‘Gangnam Style’. All seven support Psy as the Antichrist and
they represent the seven apostate churches as we see in Isaiah.
Those seven women say that they want to eat their own bread, in other
words, not the Eucharist, and wear their own apparel, that is, keep
their own doctrines, but take the name of the church, the Antichrist
Church which will be the Catholic Church. And also please notice that
Psy is cuddled up with a snoop dog who was later personified by the
rap artist. And the reason this puppy dog has to appear in the first
scene before Snoop Dogg appears is because the False Prophet, that
is the FP, comes before the Antichrist, that is the AC. And I have one
more question for you: do you think that PF is the FP?
And now, moving onto location 2 of the 23 scenes, we see Psy and
Snoop recovering in the bathroom and the Antichrist is vomiting into
the toilet.
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Please note that the Antichrist is associated with water and this is true
also in Psy's previous music videos and that's because the Antichrist is
prophesied to come up out of the sea and I think the reason is because
he will imitate our Lord Jesus Christ who was also associated with
water.
And we see the False Prophet come up out of a dry bathtub and that's
because he is prophesied to come up out of the earth. And also please
take a look at the walls and the floors and even the clothes that the
Antichrist and the False Prophet are wearing because you will see a
Masonic checkerboard type pattern in all three cases.

And that brings us up to scene number 3 of the 23 scenes which is a
visual graphic of Psy vomiting. Remember in ‘Gangnam Style’ we also
saw Psy as the Antichrist strewn with garbage in one scene and sitting
on a toilet in another scene. These prophecies are clearly from
Almighty God and he is telling us exactly what he thinks about the
Antichrist and the False Prophet. Notice also that the dove of peace is
shown drowning in Psy's vomit.
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Next I'm going to show you 8 scenes that I call cameo shots and they
are not location scenes so I do not count them in with the 23. They
show Psy and Snoop alternately singing and how many of these
scenes would you expect to find? Of course there are 23 of them also.
None of this numerology is accidental. ‘Hangover, hangover,
hangover, hangover-over-over (bend over) Care to find a single
piece of me, game over.’

Returning now to our 23 scene locations, number 4 on our list is where
Snoop as the False Prophet and Psy as the Antichrist are brushing
their teeth. Maybe they are trying to get rid of the evil spirits which
come out of their mouths like frogs according to the book of
Revelation. And next, I consider this a different location from the first
bathroom we saw because our protagonists are involved in a new
activity, that is brushing their teeth, and also wash basins are usually
located apart from the tubs and the toilets.
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And scene number 5 on our list shows Psy and 8 dancers in front of a
stylized cityscape. Please notice those floodlights. They form two
triangles very much like Illuminati or Masonic compass triangles.

Then we come to scene number 6 on our list and we see Psy making a
long row of boilermakers using a domino type effect, and I'm not sure
what that huge U-shape stands for, maybe the United Kingdom, maybe
the United States or even the USSR. After all, those are the three
beasts: the Bear, the Lion and the Leopard which the Antichrist will
bring down.

On part 2 of this series, I will be looking at more of these significant
numerology in ‘Hangover’ and I welcome your suggestions. I know
some people are going to suggest that the 23 location scenes plus the
23 cameo shots refers to chromosomes and that's a distinct possibility.
And I also welcome your suggestions as to the identity of the man on
fire in the last scene.
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